FOREWORD
Dynamic vibration absorber (DVA), as an effective vibration control device, has many applications in engineering [1] . Many scholars have studied the more complicated DVA structure parameter design ever since Den Hartog proposed dynamic vibration absorber optimum design method [2] . Japanese scholars B.H. Yideng designed the multiple-level parallel dynamic vibration absorber parameter [3] ; Dai Lin built the general model of multiple-level parallel dynamic vibration absorber under the rigid foundation [4] . Both of them have not consider the effect of the elastic foundation. Yao Binhui and Zuo Qiuyang designed the single TMD parameter [5] [6], but they have not studied the design laws of multiple-level parallel dynamic vibration absorber based on a flexible foundation.
This paper gives the modeling and calculation methods of multiple-level parallel dynamic vibration absorber based on a flexible foundation. Combining the impedance characteristics of elastic beam, the amplitude magnification factor dimensionless expression of the main system is obtained. The result shows that the influence of elastic on the main system cannot be neglect. Combined the advantage of multiple grade parallel dynamic vibration absorber for suppression vibration, the present paper proposed the necessity of taking the elastic beam into account when design the MTMD parameter. By comparing the result of considering the elastic foundation or not, the optimum design outcome shows it can better suppress the impact of elastic foundation on main system when consider the overall system. The influence of different connection position of the elastic beam on the primary system is analyzed: the connect position closer to the ends of the beam, the smaller effect of the elastic vibration of the beam on the main system. The vibration amplitude of main system will occur four times magnification when the connect position is at the middle of the beam. At last the impact of the connection rigidity is researched: the first natural frequency of the beam had little influence on the first three natural frequencies when ABSTRACT: The amplitude magnification factor dimensionless expression is gained through modeling multi-level parallel dynamic vibration absorber mathematical model combined with the impedance of elastic foundation based on the assumption of elastic foundation. It is found that the influence of elastic foundation on the main system cannot be ignored and the necessity is proposed to optimize the multiple-level parallel system combining the advantage of decaying vibration. The influence of the distance u between the connection and the end on the main system is also analyzed: the less u, the smaller the influence of the beam elastic vibration on the main system. The first frequency will not occur coupling vibration with the main system when u  1m, and u=2m has the most influence. The numerical optimization method is used to design the parameters of 2-grade parallel and 4-grade parallel system. The result shows: the result of rigid connects system is not applicable to the elastic system. It will effectively reduce the influence of the beam elastic vibration on the primary system through optimizing the whole system. At last, the connection dynamic stiffness is researched, it shows that the first natural frequency of beam has no effect on the first three nature frequencies when 
The equation of the ith DVA is
The equation of the elastic foundation is
Where k d is the connection impedance between main system and elastic foundation. Translate the formula above into matrix form
 
F represent the mass matrix, damping matrix, stiffness matrix and force vector respectively. Covert the formula (4) from time domain to frequency domain
Where
Obtaining the amplitude magnification coefficient of the main system from formula (5)
Define the nature frequency of the main system:
, the ratio of damping ; the nature frequency of the ith DVA; the ratio of damping of the ith DVA:
; the mass ratio of ith DVA and main system:
; the frequency ratio:
; the frequency ratio of excitation and main system:
Where   
The amplitude magnification of the main system is
The calculate result of the connection impedance
The displacement impedance (dynamic stiffness) of the central beam is calculated as
Where m is the mass of the beam; l is the length of the beam; u is the distance between connect position and the beam ends; i  is the ith natural frequency and  is the excitation frequency. The ith frequency of the beam is
Where E is the elastic modulus; I is the Sectional moment of inertia;  is material density; A is sectional area and l is the length.
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Parameter optimization of the multiple grade DVA
When there is only one DVA, the curve of Main system displacement amplitude always exist points unrelated to the damping coefficient. So the result can be gotten using the fixed-point theory. But for n-grade parallel DVA, the numerical optimization methods have better feasibility [7] . Optimization objective function is described as
Where i  is the frequency ratio; s   is the Infinite norm of the amplitude magnification coefficient of the main system. The optimal solution can be obtained by a general numerical optimization method [8] .
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF THE ELASTIC
FOUNDATION'S CONNECT TO MULTIPLY PARALLEL SYSTEM Figure 2 presents the amplitude magnification factors of n parallel rigidly-connected system under rigid foundation. Based on the figure 2 above, compared with the single vibration absorbing device, 2-level parallel system shows great attenuation on its amplitude; and 4-level parallel system has a better controlling than the 2-level parallel system. In this case, increasing the vibration can achieve effective control on the main system. Figure 3 shows the amplitude magnification factors of 2-level parallel system under elastic foundation According to figure 3 , under the elastic foundation, the frequency of the first level in the main system produced five times amplification than that connected to the rigid foundation, while the former two levels decrease slightly on their frequencies. The elastic vibration of the foundation has a great impact on the main, which is not allowed to be neglected when dynamic vibration absorber is to be designed. Considering the influencing roles of multiply parallel dynamic vibration absorber and elastic foundation on the main system vibration, this paper mainly deals with dynamic vibration absorbers with multi-level parallels under elastic foundation
THE DESIGN OF THE ELASTIC FOUNDATION'S CONNECT TO MULTI-LEVEL SYSTEM
In this paper, the quality ( s m ) of the main system in a multi-level system dynamic vibration absorber is 100 kg, stiffness Besides, the external excitation frequency the main system subjects from is of 0 to 30 Hz. According to formula (10), the beam's natural frequencies of the first 5 levels are got and filled in table 1. And as it's shown in table, the natural frequencies of the beam are the first and second levels are within the range of excitation frequency. In figure 4 valley value is the natural frequency of the elastic beam, while u is the distance from the conjunction to the tie-beam. Because of the impedance symmetry in the middle, the curve coincides when u is 1m and equals to 3m. The impedance of the beam hits its valley in its natural frequency. When u is 2m and the beam's impedance of natural frequency in the first level gets to its weakest, the elastic vibration of beam may get larger. When the system is connected in the middle of the beam, the dynamic stiffness of the beam exerts the minimal impact on the main system. Figure 5 gives the influences of beams' connecting position on the main system in the elastic vibration. Figure 5 is the amplitude magnification coefficient of the main system in a 2-level parallel. As is presented in the chart, when the conjunction moves from the middle to the end, the frequency of the first level in system increases yet the vibration amplitude of the main system reduces, namely, influence of the beam's elastic vibration on the main system is weakening. When u is not above 1 m, beam's natural frequency of the first level does not generate coupled vibration with that of the main system. And the beam's influence on the main system disappears after the frequency gets 7.6 Hz. Beam's elastic vibration exerts the greatest effect on the main system in the middle. And the closer the conjunction gets to the end of the beam, the smaller the influence of beam's elastic vibration has on its main system. Therefore, the paper will go on optimizing the design of multilevel parallel system when the conjunction (u) is 2 m.
The optimization parameter design is carried out in two and four parallel system in the connected position u = 2m combination the above analysis. Select s   as the objective function.
Multi-level parallel system optimization problem can be expressed as the following mathematical model: In two-parallel system, u 1 =u 2 =0.12; and in fourparallel system, u 1 =u 2 =u 3 =u 4 =0.06.In multiple grade system, the total mass is equal. Taken the result into the multiple systems under the elastic foundation, the amplitude magnification factor is shown in fig 6 and fig 7. The first natural frequency of the DVA is designed 5.93Hz. The first natural frequency of the beam is 5.89Hz.The two frequencies can easily cause resonance. In fig. 6 the amplitude of the first frequency has 12 times magnification because of the coupling vibration between main system and the beam. These results indicate that the result obtained under rigid foundation is not applicable to the elastic foundation, and the elastic vibration of the beam is not controlled effectively. The optimization result should be re-designed consider the whole system. Fig.6 is the amplitude magnification factor of 2-level parallel system after re-designed: at the first natural frequency the amplitude reduced from 12 times to 4 times, the amplitude has been controlled well and the effect of beam elastic vibration on the main system has been weakened. Fig.7 is the 4-level system redesigned result curve, which is similar to the influence of two parallel systems. Not mentioned here. Fig.8 is the effect of different dynamic stiffness on amplitude magnification factor. In fig.8 , the first natural frequency of the beam increased with the stiffness, and the influence of the beam elastic vibration on the main system decreased. When the stiffness increased 50 times, the influence disappears. When the stiffness increased 70 times, the influence can be neglected. In actual calculation, found that when , the amplitude magnification factor curve of rigid and elastic foundation can substantially coincides, then can ignore the impact of the elastic beam on the DVA designing.
CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that: The influence of the beam elastic vibration cannot be neglected. Under the equal total mass circumstance, multiple grade parallel system has better vibration reduction effects. It is necessary to consider the elastic foundation to design the multi-stage parallel system parameter. It is easy to occur coupling vibration between the first elastic vibration of beam and the first natural frequency of the main system. Different connection position has different effect on the main system. The result shows that: the closer to the ends of the beam, the less impact of the first natural frequency of the beam on the primary system. When u  1m, the coupling vibration do not occur, and it has most influence when u=2m. Numerically optimize design is carried out consider rigid and elastic connection respectively, the effect of beam elastic vibration has been weakened since redesigned. At last, the connection stiffness is studied: when the stiffness increased 50 times, the influence disappears. When the stiffness increased 70 times, the influence can be neglected. And Numerical optimization methods in multiple-parallel system optimized design have practicability.
